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“How can you immediately begin to create value (perceived or real) in your products that motivates people to want to do business with you?”
The Five Biggest Mistakes Photographers Make

1. Failure to Have a Well-Thought-Out Marketing Plan
2. Failure to Have a Clearly Defined Hook or Message
3. Failure to Have Professional-Looking Marketing Pieces
4. Failure to Project Your Sales and Goals into the Future
5. Failure to Price Your Packages to Allow for Costs, Overhead, and the Four-Letter Word: Profit

Target Your Efforts

The Five-Second Image Challenge

Step 1: The Image Inventory
Step 2: The Physical Inventory
Step 3: The Marketing Inventory
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Marketing? Selling? What’s the Difference?
Selling Makes the World Go ‘Round
Buying is Based on Benefits

An Emotional Process
Start with the Right Atmosphere
Why Should Customers Choose You?
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The Secret is You
Shared Traits
Free Association Exercise
Another Big Secret Revealed
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